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Details of Visit:

Author: Medium Bang Theory
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 8 Sep 2013 19:00
Duration of Visit: 60 Minutes
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.asianoptions.co.uk
Phone: 07516118440

The Premises:

Nice enough apartment although I needed the porter’s kindness to get in off the street as there was
no response to the buzzer – I was exactly on time by the way. He did say that they often break
down, and I was tempted to ask him if it was always the ones belonging to 20+ year-old attractive
Oriental girls……………….

Onward and upward - I’m all for self-confidence in a girl but I found the wall-to-wall poster-sized
prints of herself a little excessive; I already know what she looks like and they’re exactly the same
as her gallery shots. A few nice landscapes, cuddly animal pictures or even abstracts to break it up
would be more inviting? Plus point - mirrors strategically placed lower down at bed-level which
came in handy later.................

The Lady:

Kim is stunning and that’s exactly why I went back for a second visit. Her profile pictures are
accurate and unaltered, but some of the poses are very unflattering in my view, with some very
dodgy facial expressions (an Oriental girl winking? – WTF!) and none of them really display how
incredibly slim and yet shapely she is.

Kim speaks excellent English, and is clearly intelligent and communicative with a very sharp sense
of humour.

The Story:

I’ve not been punting for long and this was my first ever repeat visit – I’d seen Kim as my second
ever escort back in June and I admit I had been a little overwhelmed; I held out long enough for
some great foreplay and sex in various positions, but once she started deep grinding in cowgirl I
was done for and I never made it as far as the adventurous stuff.

Now slightly older, a lot wiser and with more self-control I set a target of finishing up with CIM. As
before, the build-up and sex was excellent and she obviously gets some enjoyment from that aspect
of her job with plenty of encouragement to push in deep and from various positions.
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With ten minutes to go I was ready for the big finish – I pre-arranged a snowball as she said she
wouldn’t swallow, but her oral skills were so poor and unenthusiastic that I had trouble getting to a
finish. It was only the inspirational image of her amazing rear end in the mirror opposite that got me
there and then, as she realised that I was about to cum, she pulled right back so that my cock was
barely in her mouth. The millisecond I‘d finished the initial squirt she was abruptly up for the
snowball and then immediately into the bathroom to start gagging!

What a let-down – technically it was CIM, but only just! If she really hates it that much then perhaps
she would be better off not offering it?

The only thing that would make me see her again would be the prospect of finishing with anal; I
broached the subject just before I left but she made it clear to me that that would require a one and
a half hour booking; I see that as effectively making it a £70 extra which I think is a bit of a cheek,
and so I won’t be returning. (She’ll no doubt read this and I need my balls attached for future
adventures, so I’ve really burnt my bridges here!).

I have actually recommended her, but this is as a GFE escort with stunning and out-of-the-ordinary
looks, a decent clean room in a convenient location, and a strong, memorable and feisty
personality.
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